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CEO Update

At long last, we’re entering that
time we’ve been dearly hoping
for: recovery and renewal.

Like you, we’ve been keeping an
eye on official announcements
that signal the declining impact
of Covid-19, and the lifting of
mask mandates and other restrictions. We’ve
returned to our LBFE office full-time and on
our regular schedules.
Most important for our elder friends and
dedicated volunteers: We are gearing up to be
in-person and together again!
You know we’ll proceed carefully. We set the
tone for being vigilant with our We Care/
We’re Careful campaign over the past two
years to keep our elders safe and encourage
vaccinations, and protect our staff and
volunteers. It’s a model we’re proud of.
But, now, we’re excited to welcome back a
small group of elders to our first hybrid
delivery/in-person celebration: this year’s
Fête d’Armand Marquiset (see page 5). Every
year, LBFE celebrates our founder, Armand
Marquiset, who continues to inspire us every
day to serve our elders with friendship, love,
and the spirit of giving.
The pandemic taught us new ways of doing our
work (see page 3). And we did so much together
because you—our generous volunteers, partners,
and donors—never gave up on caring for our
elders when it was needed most.
We offer each of you our deepest thanks.
We’re opening our doors again—welcome back!

Simone Mitchell-Peterson
Chief Executive Officer

On the cover:

LBFE elder Booker enjoyed catching up with current volunteer Titianna last
summer, during a friendly delivery of a Slice of Summer experience and Food Bag.

Friendship is published by Little Brothers - Friends of the Elderly Chicago, at 312-455-1000. Produced
by Mary Nowesnick, MNMarketing Chicago, and Patty O’Friel Design. Shayna Courtney Serpe, Writer.
Photo credits for this issue include: LBFE volunteers and staff.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND MOVING FORWARD
After more than two years dealing with
Covid-19, everyone is determining how
best to come back and move forward.
LBFE’s CEO Simone Mitchell-Peterson
discusses lessons learned and prudent
planning for LBFE’s future.
WHAT DID LBFE LEARN FROM
THE PANDEMIC EXPERIENCE THAT
MIGHT INFLUENCE OUR WORK
GOING FORWARD?
We will always be elder-focused and
high-touch, but the pandemic did
underscore how vital technology is
and how much our elders don’t know.
While many elders have smartphones,
they often cannot use all the benefits
without additional assistance. So, we’ll
be investing in more training through
our new LBFE Social Sync program
to help our elders learn how to use—
and benefit from—the technology they
already have (see page 5).
The pandemic has impacted everyone’s
well-being, and we know our Mental
Health Counseling Initiative, which
began in 2020 to connect elders in need
to counselors and additional support,
will continue to be a vital resource.
The pandemic also reminded us every
day how important our community
partners are—from Fight2Feed to
Google. The scope and scale of our
impact during the pandemic would not
have happened without their help and
steady support.
Volunteers and
staff delivered
elders’ contactless
Slice of Summer
experiences,
which included
lemonade mix,
sunscreen, and
impromptu
sidewalk dance
parties.

Using contactless drive-through lanes,
volunteers picked up meals to deliver
to our elders. Holiday celebration bags
were placed directly into trunks or
inside vehicles.
WHAT’S NEXT FOR LBFE IN TERMS
OF FULLY REOPENING AND HOSTING
IN-PERSON ACTIVITIES?
Generally, we’ll take a slow and steady
approach. We set the tone for this with
our We Care/We’re Careful campaign
to prioritize safety and health.
In the coming months, we’ll look to host
hybrid events—more small groups of
elders in-person, along with contact-free
deliveries to many other elders. This will
start with the Fête d’Armand Marquiset
(see page 5). In warmer weather, our
enhanced outdoor patio area will
provide a safe and pleasant setting
for elders and volunteers to gather.
We did perfect our model for contactfree deliveries during the pandemic.
This enabled us to still make festive
deliveries on Thanksgiving and
Christmas, and bring Slice of Summer
celebrations right to elders’ doorsteps.
We are back full-time in our building,
which has also been refreshed—new
flooring, fresh paint, and so on—so
we are at our best to welcome back
our LBFE community.
Most important, we learned a lot, we
accomplished a lot, and now we’re
ready to move forward.

LBFEchicago.org
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AUDREY’S HOUSE: BETTER THAN EVER
LBFE’s year-round program center
and summer vacation retreat
in Batavia is a home away from
home for our elders. At Audrey’s
House, elders make new friends and
memories during four-day, threenight getaways, overnight stays, or
day trips, surrounded by wide-open
green space and fresh air.
Last summer, with the help of
generous donors and an incredible
matching grant, major exterior
renovations made Audrey’s House
even more comfortable and
beautiful.

Some of the improvements include
a wider footbridge in front to better
accommodate elders using walkers
and wheelchairs, a new, non-slip
deck, and fresh paint. On the side
of the house, an observation deck
looking out on the nearby pond
was added, and a reconfigured
emergency-exit staircase created
more room to enjoy the patio at
the back of the house.
Now we’re preparing and excited
to welcome elders back to one
of their favorite places!

MEET NEW STAFF MEMBER
MARIA STAMOS
LBFE welcomes Maria Stamos as our new Expansion
Program Planner. Maria will focus on one of LBFE’s
strategic plan goals to bring friendship to elders in
DuPage and Kane Counties.
“I’ll be working to build connections in the communities
around Audrey’s House. With the help of volunteers, we’ll
create friendships by visiting elders first, both in-person
and over the phone. Our focus is on friendship, which is what makes LBFE’s mission
so great,” says Maria, who is a Kane County resident.
MARIA STAMOS

Maria welcomes hearing from residents in the area who would like to volunteer or
share ideas about bringing friendship to elders. Email mstamos@LBFEchicago.org.
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IT’S TIME TO CELEBRATE OUR FOUNDER!
Every year, LBFE celebrates our founder, French philanthropist
Armand Marquiset, and the difference that one person
can make in the life of another. Marquiset began delivering
meals and flowers to older adults left without family
after WWII. He believed that life’s sweet pleasures were
as essential as life’s basic necessities. This is why we still
include fresh-cut flowers and other special small gifts at
our events and in our deliveries.
We’ll celebrate this year’s Fête d’Armand Marquiset on
Saturday, April 9, in two ways:

• Volunteers will once again deliver a festive meal, made
ARMAND MARQUISET

with love by our community partner Fight2Feed, along
with a celebration bag, reaching out to elders across
Chicago and in NW Indiana.

• And because Chicago’s mask mandate has

been lifted, we’ll also hold a small in-person
celebration for 35 of our newest members—
our first in-person event since July 2021! Elders
who joined LBFE after August 2021, are fully
vaccinated, considered our most in-need of
connection, and not homebound will be on the
Fête guest list. Beginning in May, more smaller
parties at LBFE will welcome more elders.

Volunteer! If you’re already an LBFE volunteer and
would like to find out if there’s still a need to deliver
Fête meals to elders, contact: Anum Ahmed, Social
Activities Coordinator, at aahmed@LBFEchicago.org

2019

LBFE Social Sync is a
new program based on
a 2020 technology
survey of our elders,
which reported that
many elders have access
to technology, but they
need assistance to fully
use its benefits. LBFE
Social Sync provides
in-person tutorials,
so elders can stay
connected to friends,
via FaceTime, and do
tasks, like ordering
groceries online.
Are you an LBFE elder in need of special tech assistance? Call 312-455-1000.

LBFEchicago.org
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VOLUNTEER CATHERINE KEEPS LBFE RUNNING
We are so grateful for all the ways our
volunteers share their friendship and
time to make LBFE’s work possible
to relieve isolation and loneliness
among elders.
“Because our foundation of volunteers
is so strong, LBFE has been able
to continuously respond and pivot
throughout the pandemic,” says Josh
Chartier, Director of Volunteer Services
& Community Engagement. “We’re
deeply thankful for our volunteers’
adaptivity and creativity to meet our
elders’ needs.”
Since October 2020, LBFE volunteer
Catherine V. has been contributing
in a brand-new way—maintaining our
fleet of 12 vehicles while they’re being
driven less than usual. With thorough,
ongoing attention, Catherine ensures
the long-term safety and comfort of
LBFE’s vehicles for our elders, other
volunteers, and staff.
WHEN DID YOU BECOME AN
LBFE VOLUNTEER?
CV: About three years ago, I started
by picking up elders and bringing them
to birthday parties. Next, I signed up
to help out on-site, setting up for a
party, and I was really in my element.
Then, the pandemic started, and
everything changed.

Josh and I worked together to set up
a schedule and a goal. At first, I was
overwhelmed—there are 12 cars. But,
now, I can tell you an awful lot about
each of those cars—from memory!
HOW DO YOU CARE FOR
EACH VEHICLE?
CV: Ideally, I like to get through all the
cars twice each month, so I focus on
half the fleet each week. If there’s a
car that’s been recently or frequently
driven, I won’t drive it.
At first, I spent a lot of time cleaning
out the cars, scrubbing the interiors.
I scraped off the old window stickers,
went through the gloveboxes to make
sure all necessary documentation was
current. I checked all the tires—a lot
of the cars had overinflated tires, so
I adjusted the pressure.
I take the vehicles out on the highway,
so the engine gets hot and moisture
has a chance to burn out. If it’s going
to be a nice day, I’ll take a car home
and wash it.
My personal viewpoint is to leave
whatever I encounter better than I
found it, and this is the way I feel about
the cars at LBFE!

WHAT INTERESTED YOU ABOUT
MAINTAINING LBFE’S VEHICLES?
CV: The day I had my last radiation
treatment for cancer was the day
Josh sent out an email looking for
someone to drive the cars. My life
had been revolving around doctor’s
appointments and focusing just on
myself—and I don’t like it that way—so
I thought, ‘This just has to be.’
I thought for sure the role would go
to a man or a younger person. But I
have no issues on my driving record
and I probably know more about cars
than most women and half the men!
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Catherine is open to sharing her role
with another LBFE volunteer and
alternating maintenance tasks weekly.
If you are interested, contact Josh at
jchartier@LBFEchicago.org.

FOOD BAGS MEET
ELDERS’ VITAL NEEDS
Generous groups and organizations,
as well as individuals, ensure LBFE’s
food pantry stays well-stocked for
elders in need. Since the pandemic
began, more elders than ever rely on
the week’s worth of fresh groceries and
pantry staples inside their Food Bags,
delivered at the end of each month,
when other
resources can
run low.
“On average, 115
food-insecure
elders received
a monthly Food
Bag before the
pandemic,” says
JOHN SILVER
John Silver,
Food Pantry
Coordinator. “That number has since
risen to 140 because elders are fearful
of leaving the house, going to the store,
and being among other people,” shares
John. “Thankfully, a lot of long-term
partners have stuck with us during the
pandemic, recognizing and responding
to the great need—it’s been wonderful.”
“Old St. Pat’s has held a twice annual
food drive for LBFE for over 20 years
now. But when in-person drives
weren’t possible, the parish promoted
an Amazon wish list link for our food
pantry through social media, in
weekly newsletters, and during livestreamed masses. The response was
overwhelming,” John explains.
In addition to LBFE’s decades-long
partners, new groups like faith-based
Chinmaya Mission Chicago started
supporting LBFE. “Chinmaya Mission
Chicago organized a member caravan
to drop off 110 bags of food at our
building. We—and the elders we serve—
are so grateful for all the ways groups
have responded to our needs in real
time,” says John.

CHINMAYA MISSION CHICAGO

OLD ST. PAT’S PARISHIONERS AND
LBFE VOLUNTEER PROGRAM ASSISTANT

HOW YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE:
Email John Silver at jsilver@
LBFEchicago.org for more info
and a food drive starter kit.
To make a monetary gift,
visit: LBFEchicago.org/support/
ways-to-give or to shop the
food pantry wish list, go
to: tinyurl.com/bd5uwsyu

LBFEchicago.org
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MAKING ELDERS’ HOLIDAYS BRIGHT—THANK YOU!
LBFE volunteers and donors keep on stepping up to safely bring festive,
memorable celebrations to our elders, using LBFE’s contactless pick-up and
drop-off method.
Thank you to everyone who helped remind our elders they are loved and not
alone—especially when it matters most. And special thanks to our wonderful
community partner Fight2Feed for lovingly preparing
delicious, nutritious, celebratory
meals for our elders, as well
as Chicagoans experiencing
homelessness.

•T
 hanksgiving: 664

elders celebrated with
Thanksgiving deliveries
of a homemade turkey
dinner, plus all the
trimmings, and a handdecorated celebration
bag filled with fun
items, like sparkling
cider and a colorful
mum.

•C
 hristmas: 662 elders
received a special
homemade holiday
meal and celebration
bag during a delivery
from a friendly
volunteer.

•H
 oliday Gift Program:

926 elders received a
holiday gift of their choice–
a towel set, lap table, or
coffee or tea set–along with other goodies, like
an art therapy coloring book and chocolates.

•V
 alentine’s Day: Celebration bag deliveries were

made to 707 elders who received chocolates and
a teddy bear, as well as various essential items:
antibacterial or disinfectant wipes, foaming hand
soap, and N95 masks.
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NEW LOOK, SAME MISSION
If it’s your first look or you’ve been wondering, here’s
more about our new LBFE logo (at left).
LBFE Chicago joined with our national network and
International Federation to adopt a new logo in 2021.
We wanted a more modern look and a fresh design
to capture attention and raise awareness about our
mission of serving our community of elders. The
design specially highlights the heart of who we are:
“friends of the elderly.” It’s a new look but our mission
is still the same—to end loneliness and isolation among elders in Chicago, DuPage
and Kane Counties, and Northwest Indiana. To learn more about our new logo,
please visit: LBFEchicago.org/newlogo

UPCOMING
EVENTS

With the lifting of Covid mandates and restrictions,
LBFE is planning to soon host in-person, small-group
events. For the latest about upcoming LBFE events,
please visit our online calendar at LBFEchicago.org/
eventscalendar or call 312.455.1000.

CELEBRATING LIFE
LBFE’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS

A MESSAGE FROM LBFE’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS. Check out the Board’s video to
hear our volunteer leaders discuss how friendship and volunteering impact LBFE’s
community of elders, and find out why intergenerational conversations are so vital.
Go to: LBFEchicago.org/board-message

LBFEchicago.org
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IN MEMORIAM

We honor our elders—our friends—who passed away between October 1, 2020 February 15, 2022. We’re grateful for their friendship and all we’ve learned from
them. We are thankful for the conversations, connections, and laughter that our
volunteers and donors shared with our elders, ensuring their memories live on.

Charlene Aponte

Aurora Elizondo

Mary Horoczi

Ana Ardelean

Diego Figueroa

Jacqueline Jackson

Johnny Ashford

Patricia Fine

Betty Jarvis

Roy Ball

Linda Fitzpatrick

Flarzia Johnson

Verniece Barber

Malarie Foster

Karin Johnson

Virginia Barry

Keith Fountain

Lois Johnson

Jean Bosak

Ernestine Franklin

Lorraine Kielley

Doris Bratt

John Fuller

Willie King

Lavinia Carbonell

Alicia Garcia

Stanley Kunysz

David Carpenter

Carmen Garcia

Cathy Lanier

Petra Castaneda

Minnie Garrett

Elsie Laufer

Linda Chesnut

Jim Glomski

Mary Ledwith

Tondalayo Clayborn

Mattie Gordon

James Lee

Jean Cranford

Carol Graham

Heidi Long

Katie Davis

Andrew Greenlee

Jeanette Mackey

Marion Davis

Eilleen Handmaker

Margaret Mathews

Frank Dawson

Ida Height

Antoinette Maxwell

Yolanda De la Garza

Ethel Henderson

Robert McBride

Jan De-goede

Edith Hennings

Johnnie McDavid

David Dillon

Carmen Hernandez

Barbara Merrils

Delores Dupree

Lula Hewlett

Barbara Merritt
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Alfonso Molina

Maurice Simpkins

Bernard Wagner

Willie Mae Moss

Shirley Sivels

Tommy Lee Walker

Robbie Patton

Katie Smith

Peggy Waltz

Johnie Peterson

Lillie Smith

Cora Watkins

Jack Pevenstein

Mary Sorin

Robert Werderman

Willie Powell

Shirley Spinks

Betty Whitford

Lina Przybylo

Leona Steele

Dimple Winfrey

Edna Raunich

Lou Taylor

Gwendolyn Wright

Lila Reyes

Marilyn Timm

Frederico Zagalsky

Leonor Rodriguez

Louise Tomasello

John Zakula

Nancy Rodriguez

Rosie Trammell

MaryAnn Zander

Esteban Santana

Elizabeth Upchurch

Eleanor Schaal

Victor Vazquez

A TRIBUTE TO OUR FRIEND,
ROBBIE PATTON (1918 – 2022)
For 37 years, Robbie Patton was an LBFE
volunteer, providing elders with rides to
parties and events, and making deliveries to
elders living in nursing homes.
Beginning in 2015, it was time for LBFE to
serve Robbie as an elder, until her passing
in January, at the age of 103. The entire
LBFE Chicago community is grateful for
44 years of Robbie’s warm friendship and
every moment and memory in her company.
Visit our website to read our full tribute
to Robbie (pictured here at her 103rd
birthday celebration with LBFE CEO Simone
Mitchell-Peterson (r.) and Lili Rendon,
LBFE’s Event Planner).

LBFEchicago.org
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